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Abstract 
We use the recursive path ordering (RPO) technique of semantic labelling to show the preser- 
vation of strong normalization (PSN) property for several calculi of explicit substitution. PSN 
states that if a term M is strongly normalizing under ordinary p-reduction (using ‘global’ sub- 
stitutions), then it is strongly normalizing if the substitution is made explicit (‘local’). There are 
different ways of making global substitution explicit and PSN is a quite natural and desirable 
property for the explicit substitution calculus. Our method for proving PSN is very general and 
applies to several known systems of explicit substitutions, both with named variables and with 
De Bruijn indices: lv of Lescanne et al., ILr of Kamareddine and Rios and Ix of Rose and Bloo. 
We also look at two small extensions of the explicit substitution calculus that allow to permute 
substitutions. For one of these extensions PSN fails (using the counterexample in Mellits 1995). 
For the other we can prove PSN using our method, thus showing the subtlety of the subject and 
the generality of our method. 
One of the key ideas behind our proof is that, for Lx the set of terms of the explicit substitution 
calculus, we look at the set Ixcos, consisting of the terms A such that the substitution-normal- 
form of each subterm of A is /I-SN. This is a kind of ‘induction loading’: if we prove that 
Ax-reduction is SN on the set kxCm, then we have proved PSN for 2.x. To prove Ix-SN on the 
set kxcM, we define the /&size of a term A E 3bx<m as the maximum length of a b-reduction path 
from the substitution-normal-form of A. Using this p-size, we define a translation from axcrn to 
some well-founded order >rpo on labelled terms, such that any infinite Ix-reduction path starting 
from an A E ,Ix<~ translates to an infinite >rpO -descending sequence. The well-founded order 
> rp0 is defined by using a technique similar to semantic labelling. @ 1999 - Elsevier Science 
B.V. All rights reserved 
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1. Introduction 
Explicit substitution was first studied by Abadi et al. [I]. They proposed a calculus 
La of explicit substitutions which can compose substitutions. Mellies [ 131 has shown 
that simply typable terms can have infinite reduction paths in Aa. Several people (see 
[3-5,11,14]) have succeeded in defining calculi of explicit substitutions which have 
the nice property that every term which is strongly normalizing for P-reduction is 
also strongly normalizing in the explicit substitution calculus. We call this property 
preservation of strong normalization (PSN). 
In this paper we present a method to prove PSN for explicit substitution calculi 
based on the recursive path order. In contrast to the work of Ferreira et al. (cf.[9]), 
our method is applicable to named calculi as well as to calculi based on De Bruijn 
indices. Furthermore, it yields direct proofs of PSN instead of reducing PSN for a new 
calculus to PSN for an old calculus. Zantema used semantic labelling and the recursive 
path order to show termination of the substitution part of 10 [16], but the technique 
he used does not apply to show PSN. We use a stronger technique similar to semantic 
labelling to show PSN for all explicit substitution calculi known to have the PSN 
property. We also show why our method does not work for La. Our technique relies 
on introducing a first-order term rewrite system where function symbols for application 
and substitution are labelled with natural numbers and where variables are represented 
by just one constant *. The recursive path order >,.r,o on this labelled calculus is 
strongly normalizing (or terminating). 
Then we take a look at the explicit substitution calculus Rx. Here the P-reduction 
is split up into a reduction -‘Be& (contracting the P-redex and creating an explicit 
substitution) and a reduction -fX (moving the explicit substitutions through the term 
to perform the substitution). It is relatively easy (as usual in these calculi) to observe 
that +X is strongly normalizing and confluent. So, for terms A of /zx, the -+-normal 
form (substitution ormal form) exists and is unique; we call it x(A). 
Now - and this is a crucial point in the proof of PSN - we take a look at the 
terms in Ax for which the substitution normal form of all of its subterms is P-SN; 
we call this set /2x<“. An important fact to note is that all b-SN pure A-terms are 
elements of Axcoo. For A E RxtOo, we define the p-size of A, b(A), as the maximum 
length of all paths from x(A) to its /I-normal form. Using this p-size, we then define 
a translation 5 from Lx’O” into the previously mentioned first order term rewriting 
system with labelled terms. This translation F is reduction preserving in the sense that, 
if M +I.~ N, then Y(M) By,, Y(N). Hence, using the fact that >rpO is well-founded, 
we conclude that every M E /zx <M is Ax-strongly normalizing. So, ;Ix has the PSN 
property, because every A-term that is /?-strongly-normalizing is an element of AxCoo. 
For those more familiar with the RPO technique in the way it has been presented 
in [12], we also present, in the final section, a translation T from 2~‘~ to commu- 
tative labelled trees. This translation is also reduction preserving in the following way 
(slightly different from the situation for Y). If M +X N, then F(M)=D*F(N) and if 
M *Beta N, then F(M)=D+F(N). Here, =D is the rpo-reduction on commutative 
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labelled trees, as defined in [12], and =D+ and =D* are, respectively, its transitive and 
transitive reflexive closure. Now, PSN is obtained from the fact that =D and -+, are 
strongly normalizing. 
To show the flexibility of our proof method we use it for different calculi of explicit 
substitution. We start off with a calculus with named variables (different from, e.g. [l], 
where De Bruijn indices are used). We have chosen to use named variables because 
this makes the presentation better accessible for non-specialists. Moreover, it makes it 
easier to single out the places where the difficulties arise in the calculus of [l]. Hence, 
it helps clarifying the problem of PSN. It should be remarked that it is not always 
straightforward how to turn a calculus without named variables into a calculus with 
names, e.g. for Ao this is complicated because of the complex notion of scope. We also 
apply our proof method to the calculi ,Xv of Lescanne et al. and h of Kamareddine 
and Rios. A well-known source of failure of PSN is the permutation of substitutions 
(to a specific extent). In Section 5.2 we discuss two small extensions of 1x in which 
permutation of substitutions is allowed under some very restricted conditions. For one 
of these extensions, PSN can be proved using our method. For the other extension, 
PSN fails. It seems that the border between PSN and non-PSN lies between these two 
systems. 
2. A calculus for explicit substitutions with named variables 
In the standard definition of the untyped lambda calculus, substitution is a meta- 
operation, usually denoted by [x:=N] or [N/x], where x is a variable and N a term. In 
the following we use the notation [N/x] for a (global) substitution of N for x. For M 
and N terms and X, y distinct variables, the term M[N/x] is then defined by structural 
induction as follows: 
x[N/x] := N, 
YU%I := Y, if Y $4 
W?W/xl := ~W/~lQ[N/~l, 
(~y.P)[Nlnl := ~~‘.P[~‘lyl[N/xl, if Y’ 6 Fk’(N) U lx) U @‘J”(P)\ {Y)), 
(Jx.P)[N/x] := JxP. 
We assume the notions of free variable (FV) and bound variable (BV) to be known. 
Furthermore, E denotes syntactical equality modulo a-conversion, which is defined as 
the smallest equivalence relation such that 
x - x, 
PEN andQrM+PQENM, 
P 5 Q, y 6 W(Q)\ {x} + ALP =_ Ay.Q[y/x]. 
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In the definition of substitution, there is a choice for the variable y’. For this defi- 
nition to make sense, it has to be shown that the specific choice for the variable y’ is 
irrelevant. But this is a consequence of the definition of = and the following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1. If P = Q and M E N, then P[M/x] s Q[N/x]. 
Remark. It is possible to first define a-conversion and then define substitution modulo 
a-conversion. However, in that case, substitution of variables for variables has to be 
defined first (before a-conversion), therefore, we define it the slightly shorter way, as 
above. 
In order to get a calculus Ax of explicit substitutions, two extensions have to be 
made. The first is extending the terms with substitutions: 
Definition 2.2. The set of terms Ix is defined by the following abstract syntax: 
A ::= x 1 AA ( AL4 1 A(x:=A), 
where x denotes an arbitrary variable. 
Substitution is defined on Ax-terms as for I-terms but with the extra clauses that 
M(y:=P)[N/x] :=M[y’/y][N/x](y’:=P[N/x]) 
if Y’ f$ FV(N) U 61 U (FY(M) \ (~1)~ 
M(x:=P)[N/x] := M(x:=P[N/x]). 
cr-equivalence is defined on Ax-terms as for i-terms but with the extra clause that 
A4 3 N,P G Q,y @ FV(Q) \ {x} a P(x:=M) = Q[y/x](y:=N). 
A E 2x is called pure if A E A, i.e., A does not contain any substitution (x:=B). 
The second is refining the notion of P-reduction. Remember that the reduction rela- 
tion +p on pure terms is defined as the contextual closure of 
(kc.A)B -+B A[B/x] 
We make explicit the global substitution in +p by splitting +B into two parts. -fn&, 
is for the creation of a substitution out of a P-redex; jX is for the proliferation of 
substitutions through a term to variables and for performing the actual substitution or 
throwing away the substitute if the substitution turns out to be void. 
Definition 2.3. The reduction relations -Beta and +X are defined to be the contextual 
closures modulo a-conversion the following rules (respectively): 
(kc.A)B -fBeta A (x:=B) 
(AB)(x:=C) -+x (A(x:=C))(B(x:=C)), 
(Ay.A)(x:=C) +x rly.A(x:=C) if x $ y and y $ FV(C), 
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x(x:=C) +x c, 
A(x:=C) +X A if x 6 FV(A). 
The explicit substitution reduction relation 4j.x is the union of -‘Beta and +X. 
The reduction A (x:=C) -Jo A if x $ FV(A) is also called garbage collection. Since we 
consider terms modulo cl-equality, substitutions can always be distributed to variables, 
hence the rule y(x:=C) --tX y if x $ y would already be sufficient. The more efficient 
garbage collection will do no harm however. 
Remark. Working modulo a-conversion is no problem, because all operations that we 
define on Ix are modulo c+conversion (as usual for a calculus with named variables). 
We shall not mention this point anymore in the sequel. 
The reduction relation dX is called the substitution calculus. It has nice properties: 
Lemma 2.4. The reduction 4X is strongly normalizing, conjluent and has unique 
normal forms. 
Proof. Strong normalization is shown by defining a map h : 3.x --) N which decreases 
on x-reduction: define 
h(x) = 1 
h(AB)=h(A)+h(B)+ 1 
h(k4) = h(A) + 1 
h(A(x:=B)) = h(A). (h(B) + 1) 
then by induction on the structure of A: if A +X B then h(A) > h(B). 
To prove confluence, it is now sufficient to show weak confluence which is easy. 
0 
Notation 2.5. For R a reduction relation, we write A E SNR if A is strongly normalizing 
with respect to R. 
Definition 2.6. Let A be an element of ix. 
(1) If A is a pure term, we write /I(A) to denote the /?-normal form of A, if it exists. 
(2) We write x(A) to denote the x-normal form of A. 
(3) The B-size of A, ,&A), is defined as the maximal length of a P-reduction path 
starting from x(A), if x(A) E SrV,. If x(A) 4 #VP, we let j(A) := co. 
Note that for A E Ax, x(A) is pure. 
We now give some elementary but important properties of x and 8. 
Lemma 2.7 (substitution). For all terms A,B: x(A(x:=B)) z x(A)[x(B)/x]. 
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Proof. It is enough to prove the following property: 
x(A(x1:=B*) . . . (x ?G=Bm)) = x(A)[x(B1 )/x11. . . WmYx,l, 
for all terms B I,. . . , B, and all terms A that do not end with a substitution. (So, one 
takes A ‘as small as possible’, i.e. A is a variable, an application or an abstraction.) 
This property is easily proved by induction on the number of symbols in the sequence 
A,B ,,..., B,. 0 
Lemma 2.8 (Projection). For all terms A,B. 
1. if A -fx B then x(A) E x(B), 
2. ifA +n& B then x(A) -p x(B). 
Proof. The first is an immediate consequence of Lemma 2.4 and the second is by 
induction on the structure of A. Note that if N -++b N’ then M[N/x] -++B M[N’/x]. We 
treat two cases: 
l A E (ILU.AI)A~, B G Al(x:=A*). Then x(A) E (kx.x(A~))x(A~) -+b x(Al)[x(A2)/x] k7 
x(A, (x:=A2)) = x(B). 
2.1 IH 2.1 
l A z Al (x:=A2), B z AI (x:=Ai). Then x(A) E x(A~)[x(A~)/x]+~x(AI)[x(A~)/x] = 
x(B). 0 
Note. The projection lemma is not strong enough to give us PSN. The problem is that 
if A -Beti B then sometimes x(A) E x(B), as in x(~~:=(h.c)D) -)aeta x(y:=C(z:=D)). 
A proof of PSN by analyzing what can happen inside ‘void’ substitutions such as in 
this example is given in [4,5]. 
Lemma 2.9 (Soundness). For all pure terms A, B, if A +b B then A -++j.x B.
Proof. Induction on the structure of A, using Lemma 2.7 (substitution). We treat the 
case A E (Lx.Al)A2, B 3 AI[A~/x]. Then 
A -‘Beta A1 (x:=A2) -Hi x(A, (x:=A2)) Le%a 2’7 x(AI)[x(A2)/x] A !? AI [AZ/X]. 0 
A final property of ;Ix that can be shown easily is the confluence of -)A~. 
Theorem 2.10 (Confluence). The reduction relation -‘lx is conjbent on Lx. 
Proof. Let A, B,, B2 be Ax-terms such that A ++I~ BI and A -lx B2. Then by projection 
(Lemma 2.8) x(A) -HP x(Bi) (i = 1,2), so by confluence of +p there is a pure term 
C such that x(Bi) +p C (i = 1,2). We also have Bi -+ x(Bi) (by definition of x) and 
x(Bi) -j.x C by soundness (Lemma 2.9). So we conclude that Bi -++A~ C (i = 1,2), 
so C is a common reduct of BI and B2. 
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3. The recursive path order 
In this section we briefly introduce the recursive path order. For a more detailed 
description and proofs, the reader is referred to [7,8,16]. 
Definition 3.1. Let F be a set of function symbols, % a set of variables such that 
9 n .% = 0, let T(F-, X) be the set of (open) terms over Y and X’. Let D be a partial 
order on F. Let r be a map assigning to every function symbol f E 9 one of the 
words mult or lex. 
The recursive path order >rpO on T(B,X) induced by D and r is defined by 
fh,... ,hn) >rpo d4?...,hl) 
iff 3i[Si = g(ti ,..~,b)VSi >rpo S(fl3...,&>1 
v(f W A vj’j[f (sl ,...,s,) >rpo tjl) 
V(f = 9 A V./If (Sl ,...,Srn) >rpo tjl A (S1,...,sm) >$i’ (tlv.~-,tn)> 
Here >gO and >;l are, respectively, the lexicographic and the multiset extensions 
of >rpO, i.e., 
l (Sl )...) s,) >$ @I)...) tn) iff for some i<m,n, S1 = tl,...,Si-l = ti__1ySi >rpo t, Or 
S] = t1,..., s, = tm,m > n. 
l (sl,..., s,) >&$ (tl,..., t,,) iff the multiset {{st ,..., s,}} can be transformed into 
the multiset {{tr,..., t,,}} by performing the operation ‘replace a member s of the 
multiset by finitely many terms t such that s >rpo t’ one or more times. 
In [8], r is called status function. More complex extensions of >rpo than multiset 
or lexicographic are even possible. 
Theorem 3.2 (Dershowitz [7]). Let D be a partial order and z a status function on 
a set of function symbols F, let >,,,0 be the induced recursive path order. Then 
> rpO is well-founded M D is well-founded 
Proof. See [7] or [8]. 0 
4. PSN for Lx 
In this section we use the recursive path order to show that Ax has PSN. Since the 
recursive path order is about first-order term rewrite systems, we need to translate terms 
of Ix into a first-order term rewrite system. (Due to the presence of variable binding, 
the system Ax is not first order.) To be able to prove PSN this translation must in 
some sense preserve reductions. We do this by labelling (some) function symbols with 
maximal lengths of reduction sequences; therefore we restrict to terms where these 
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lengths are finite for all subterms. It will turn out that these are exactly all the strongly 
normalizing Ax-terms. 
Definition 4.1. We define the set ;lx’O” c Ax by 
AXCoo = {A E 2.x 1 for all subterms B of ,4,x(B) E SY’Vp}. 
Remark. For A E Ax, A E AxCoo if and only if for all subterms B of A, j?(B) < co. 
Lemma 4.2. For (kA)B E Ax<03, $((,kA)B) > &A(x:=B)). 
Proof. First note that x((kx.A)B) E (kx(A))x(B) and x(A(x:=B)) = x(A)[x(B)/x]. 
Now, every +p-reduction path of length n starting from x(A(x:=B)) can be extended 
to a reduction path of length IZ + 1 starting from x((k.A)B), by prefixing it with 
(i~.x(A))x(B) +B x(A)W9/xl. 0 
Lemma 4.3. If A E lx’O” and A +j.x A’ then A’ E lx<03 
Proof. Induction on the structure of A, using Lemma 2.8. 0 
Note: Lemma 4.3 is the crucial lemma that does not hold for 10. 
Definition 4.4. The TRS A’, with 1’ as set of terms and reduction relation -+I is 
defined as follows. The set of labelled terms 1’ is defined by the following abstract 
syntax: 
A::=*IA.,AlMIA(A), 
where n ranges over kJ. The reduction relation +I is defined by 
(M) .m B -1 A(B),, if m > n 
(A .m B)(C),, 41 (A(C),) ‘4 (B(C),) if n3p5sr 
(a)(C)n +I J(A(CM 
A(C) +I C 
A(C) 41 A 
A.,B +I A.,,B ifm>n 
A(B)m -+I A(B)n if m > n 
Note that -+I is not confluent (see the two rules for A(C)); for our purposes this is 
no problem since +I is only designed for proving strong normalization. The last two 
rules are called Deer in [ 161 and are necessary to decrease the labels of applications 
and substitutions if inside of them a tn,k-reduction is performed. Note that in the 
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presence of the Deer rules we could also have (M) .n+t B -+I A(B)n for all n instead 
of (M) .m B --+I A(B)n for all m > n. 
Lemma 4.5. There is a precedence relation D such that for all A,B E A’, 
if A -ft B, then A >rpo B, 
where >‘po is the rpo ordering induced by D. That is, +I is a subrelation of some 
recursive path order. 
Proof. For n E N, define the precedence D by 
‘n+~ D( )nD .,I DA,* 
and the status function r by r(.,) = r(A) = r(On) = lex. Then 41 is a subrelation of 
the induced recursive path order > ,r,o. 0 
Corollary 4.6. The reduction relation -‘I on 1’ is SN. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.2, >,.,,O of Lemma 4.5 is strongly normalizing, hence by 
Lemma 4.5 +I is strongly normalizing. 0 
In order to prove SN for +J,~, we now define a translation Y from AxCoo to I’ 
that preserves --+A,-reduction steps. 
Definition 4.7. We define the translation .Y : jlx<O” + lb’ by induction on the structure 
of terms as follows. 
Y(x) = * 
F(AB) = Y(A) .n F(B) where n = B(AB) 
F(3Jc.A) = W(A) 
F(A(x:=B)) = F(A)(F(B)), where n = j(A(x:=B)) 
Note that for all A E ,IxCM, F(A) is well-defined. 
Lemma 4.8. For A E RxCW, zf A -fix A’ then F(A) -+f F(A’). 
Proof. Induction on the structure of A; we treat some of the more interesting cases. 
. A = (kA1)AZ AB& Al(x:=A2) = A’. Then F(A) = (W(Al)) .,,, F(A2) 41 
F(A1)(x:=T(A2)), E F(A’) where m = &A); n = B(A’); note that m > n by 
Lemma 4.2. 
. A E (A,A2)(x:=A3) +X (A,(x:=A3))(A2(x:=A3)) = A’. Then F(A) = (F(Al) .m 
~(A2)W(A+ -+I (F(AI)(F(A3)),) ‘n (F(Az)(.F(A~))~) = F(A’), where m = 
/?(A1A2), n = p(A), p = lj(A,(x:=A3)), q = fi(A~(x:=A3)); note that nB p and n>q. 
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l A s x(x:=,4,) -L_ Al E A’. Then Y(A) EE *(Y(Al)), -+I Y(Al) f r(A’) where 
m = b(A). 
. A = A, (x:=Az) dgC Al -. A’. Then F(A) s F(A~)(F(Az))~ +I I E F(A’) 
where m = j?(A). 
l A E (Jy.A,)(x:=A2) jx ,ly.(Al(x:=Az)) = A’. Then Y(A) = (IF(AI))(~(Az)),,, 
-+[ ,l(S(A1)(,Y(A2))m) EE Y(A’) where m = &A) = &A’). 
l A 3 A,Az -six A’,A2 3 A’. Then r(A) 3 I ‘m .F(Az) 5: F(A’,) ‘rn 9X42) 
-sI Y(A’,) .n F(A2) where m = /?(A)>n = &A’). 
Theorem 4.9 (PSN). (1) For all A E Ax, A E Ax<03 M A E SNnx. 
(2) The system ix preserves trong normalization. 
Proof. The theorem is a corollary of Lemma 4.8. In the first item, the implication 
from left to right follows immediately from the lemma, using the strong normalization 
of -1. The implication from right to left is also immediate: if A 4 ,Ix<~, then for 
some subterm B of A, x(B) has an infinite P-reduction path. This can easily be turned 
into an infinite +nX-reduction path of A. For the second item, let A be a pure A-term 
with A E SNb. Then A E AxCoo, so A E SNnx, using the first item. •1 
5. Iv, As and extensions 
In this section we show that our method is general enough to show PSN for other 
calculi of explicit substitutions such as Iv of [3] and 1s of [l 11, and also some exten- 
sions of Ix. Furthermore, we discuss some extensions of Ax, giving a counterexample 
to PSN similar to the one of [ 131, but less involved. 
5.1. The calculi Lv and LY 
Definition 5.1. Terms and substitutions of iv are defined by the following abstract 
syntaxes. 
a ::=n I (aa> I (Aa) I (&I), 
s::=al I fr(s) I T, 
where n ranges over N+. 
The reduction relation -+I.~ is the union of 
(Aa)b -+uBeta a@/] 
(ab)[sl 3 4Msl 
(~a)bl +u 44fr (s)l) 
-+ vBeta and ” which are defined by 
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Some initial intuition to motivate the reduction rules of Au: a[b/] stands for ‘substitute 
b for 1 in a’, [Q (s)] stands for the substitution obtained by first raising all the indices 
in s by 1 and replacing not the index 1, but the index 2, and [T] stands for the 
substitution that raises all numbers (in the term in front of it) by 1. An example to 
explain these intuitive motivations is the following. (For reasons of legibility we have 
removed some brackets.) 
For a detailed explanation and motivation of the system 1v we refer to [3]. 
Definition 5.2. Terms of As are defined by the following abstract syntax: 
u::=g ) (au) 1 (na) 1 (c#+z) / (da) 
where n, i range over Nf and j ranges over N. 
The reduction relation +jd is the union of +&& and -+s which are defined by 
(h)b -fsB&, ua’b 
(lu)a’b -is ,@a’+‘b) 
(uluz)aib +s (u,aib)(uzoib) 
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n-1 
{- 
if n > i, 
g+b -+$ &b) if n = i, 
n if n < i, 
g;(h) --+s 4&+P) 
&w) +s b$plMh~d 
Again, we do not give a detailed explanation and motivation for the rules of this 
calculus, but refer to [ll]. Some initial intuition: a’(b) stands for the substitution of 
b for i, @i(u) stands for ‘raise all the numbers n > k in the term a with i - 1’. To 
explain the rules, we treat the same example as for Iv. 
Mu2)))uL) +sBeta (1(&))a’(u) 
The calculus Ls is very similar to Lv. The difference is mainly in the moment of 
updating: in Iv every step n + l[fi (s)] +” ~[s][l] creates an update substitution [t], 
whereas in 1s the update function symbol 4; is only created at the actual moment 
of substitution in no”a -+s &a. Also, in the reductions p’b -+s n - 1 (n > i)and 
na’b tS n (n < i), there is no update function generated whereas in n + l[Q (s)] tO 
n[s][]] an update substitution is created regardless of whether the substitution [t (s)] 
is binding n + 1 or is void. 
In [3] it is shown that Lv has PSN by contradicting the existence of a minimal 
infinite Iv-reduction of a term which is SN for --+p; in [ 1 l] PSN is shown to hold for 
Is in a similar way. 
We show that 2v and Is are PSN by using the labelled calculus 1’. The proof is 
very similar to the proof of PSN for Ax that we gave in the previous section. 
For 2v and LY we have the usual properties such as SN, CR, UN for -+” (respectively 
--,), substitution lemma, projection lemma, soundness lemma and confluence for -+i,” 
(respectively --+h). We denote the +,-normal form (respectively -+,-normal form) of 
a term b by v(b) (respectively s(b)). Note that a substitution of lv is of the form 
$” (b/) or p (T) for some n. 
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We denote /?-reduction on Au-terms as well as on As-terms by -+b; for a Au- (re- 
spectively As-) term a we write P(Q) to denote the maximal number of /I-reduction 
steps starting from u(a) respectively s(a), if this number exists. 
Definition 5.3. 
lbV <O” := {u E Au 1 ‘db c. u[u(b) E SNp]}, 
Rs <Oil := {u E Is 1 ‘v’b & u[s(b) E SNB]}. 
Lemma 5.4. (1) Au<@= is closed under -+i,-reduction, 
(2) As <O” is closed under -+h-reduction. 
Definition 5.5. (1) % : /2v<O” - A’ is defined by 
9+) = * 
z(ub) = %(a) ‘p z(b) where p = ,&ub) 
I = A%;(u) 
%(u[Q-” (b/)1) = %Xu)(%Xb)), where P = $(u[h” WI) 
zxa[ft” (?‘)I) = %(a) 
(2) z : h<03 - A’ is defined by 
F&z) = * 
z(ub) = %(a) .p s(b) where p = &ub) 
Z(k) = AZ(u) 
z(ua’b) = %(u){%(b)), where p = &ua’b) 
Z( q$u) = Z(u) 
Lemma 5.6. (1) Zf a E Au<03 and a --to b then &(a) -“I F”(b) 
(2) If a E 2~‘~ and u +“Beta b then &,(a> -I’ z(b) 
(3) If a E AsCoo and a 4s b then z(u) --++I z(b) 
(4) If a f 2.~‘~ and a +&eta b then %(a> -t K(b). 
Proof. Induction on the structure of u. q 
Theorem 5.7. (I ) a E hlOo e a E SZVi,, 
(2) -+i.v has PSN, 
(3) a E ;1s<@J WUESN~, 
(4) -‘iJ has PSN. 
Proof. 
(1) + by projection; (;: since -+U is SN, any infinite -t).,-reduction must contain 
infinitely many --‘“n&-steps. Therefore an infinite reduction of a pure term which 
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is SN for -+p translates by z into an infinite -+/-reduction which is impossible 
by 4.6; 
(2) follows from 1; 
(3) and (4) similar to (1) and (2). 0 
5.2. Extensions of AX 
In this section we consider several extensions of ix with some kind of composition. 
The calculus La of [l] was designed to be able to compose substitutions. The price 
however is not having PSN (cf. [13]). Since Ax has no composition but does have PSN, 
it is an interesting question where the borderline is between PSN and composition of 
substitutions. 
We start with a short discussion of io. For the precise definition of Ilo, the reader is 
referred to [ 11. The composition of substitutions in lo is mainly performed by two rules, 
Camp and Map. The first glues two substitutions together: a[s][t] 2 a[s o t], while 
Map allows the distribution of the second substitution over the first: (b . c . s’) o t 3 
b[t] ((c . s’) 0 t) 2 b[t] . c[t] . (s’ 0 t). 
As was pointed out in [lo], the substitutions of Aa are roughly the same as simul- 
taneous parallel substitutions in the following extension of Ax: 
terms t ::=x 1 ct 1 3Jc.t 1 t(zC=Z) 
where (x’:=q is shorthand for (xl,. . . ,x,:=tl, . . . , t,); reductions are similar as for Ilx 
plus the composition rule 
a(?=6)(jk=Z) - u(X’,,:=bl(~:=c’),...,b,(y’:=c’),c’) 
In this calculus one can imitate the counterexample to PSN of la (cf [13]). In fact, 
even the calculus Ix extended with the rule 
a(x:=b)(Y:=c) --+ a(x:=b(Y:=c)) if y 4 FV(a) 
(no simultaneous substitutions required) does not have PSN. We give an infinite deriva- 
tion starting from the term (ily.(ly.a)b) ((ly.a)b). Note that this term is even simpler 
than the term used in [ 131. 
First we define substitutions ai for m E N by 
cc0 = (y:=(iy.a)b) 
a,+1 = (y:=bu,) 
Now consider the following three reductions. (For simplicity we forget about the vari- 
able convention during this counterexample; furthermore, we freely change bound vari- 
ables if convenient.) 
(~Y.@Y.@) ((AY.0) - ((lY.0) (y:=(ly.a)@ 
---H (~y.a(y:=(ly.a)b)) (b(y:=(Ly.a)b)) 
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Utl,+lcIn+l = u(y’:=ba,)(y:=ba,) --) u(y’:=bcxm(y:=ba,)) = u(y’:=bcl,c(,+,) 
These combine into an infinite derivation in the following way: 
(JLY.(AY.Q)b) ((lY.0) - 
aaou1 - . . .ua1a2.. . - . . .Uc(~cQ . . . 
if . ..UcLzM3... 4 . ..acflcc3... + . ..uaoa3... 
- . . ua,+l am+2 . . . - . . act,cL,+2 . . . -+ . . . cm~am+2 . . . 
Recall that we proved PSN by showing that for every term A: if the x-normal forms 
of all its subterms are in SNp, then A E SN,,X. With the extra composition reduction 
defined above, there is an easy counterexample to that: the term x(y:=zz)(z:=~w.ww) 
has x-normal form x (and is also SN for Ix-reduction), but it has R as a subterm of 
a reduct if composition is allowed. Observe that this term violates Lemma 4.3. 
This example also shows why our method fails for the system extended with the 
extra composition rule, and hence, also for As: ~(x(y:=zz)(z:=ilw.ww)) E *(* .. *)o 
(A(* ‘0 *))o, whereas after composition of the two substitutions, the label of the inner- 
most substitution does not exist: ~(x(y:=(zz)(z:=Aw.w))) E *((* ‘0 *)(A(* ‘0 *))oo)~. 
So reduction in ia does not always decrease F-images. 
One can try to give a rule for composition of substitutions such that reduction still 
decreases F-images, the following rule seems best fit for this purpose: 
u(x:=b)(y:=c) + u(x:=b(y:=c)) if y 4 FV(x(u)),x E FV(x(u)). 
The idea behind this rule is that, if x E FV(x(u)), then b(Y:=c) will occur as a subterm 
of some +;,,-reduct of u(x:=b)(y:=c). Hence allowing to create b(y:=c) at this point 
will not spoil PSN. Below we show that indeed this calculus has PSN. 
Definition 5.8. Axe- is the calculus with as terms the terms of Ax and reduction rules 
those of Ix and the extra rule 
u(x:=b)(y:=c) -tC- u(x:=b(y:=c)) if x E FV(x(u)), y @ FV(x(a)). 
First of all, we show that adding the c--rule does not spoil our substitution calculus: 
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Lemma 5.9. Let a, b, c be terms of Ax and x, y variables such that x E FV(x(a)) and 
y $ FV(x(a)). Then x(a(x:=b)(y:=c)) E x(a(x:=b(y:=c))). 
Proof. By Lemma 2.7 we have x(a(x:=b)(y:=c)) E x(a)[x(b)/x][x(c)/y] and 
x(a(x:=b(y:=c))) 3 x(a)[x(b)[x(c)/y]/x]. By an elementary lemma about substitution 
in ordinary A-calculus we have x(a)[x(b)/x][x(c)/y] f x(a)[x(c)/y][x(b)[x(c)/y]/x] 
and since y $ FV(x(a)), the latter expression equals x(a)[x(b)[x(c)/y]/x]. 0 
Lemma 5.10. xc--reduction is SN. 
Proof. We translate Ixc--terms into 1’ as follows: 
&P(x) E * 
F’(ab) E F’(a) ‘0 F’(b) 
~‘(Jx.a) f M’(a) 
Y’(a(x:=b)) E Y’(a)(Y’(b))o 
Let D be the precedence defined in Lemma 4.5 (so ( )OD.OD~, *), and >,.r,O the induced 
rpo on ill. Now it is straightforward to show that for Axe--terms a, b, if a -+XC- b then 
F(a) >TpO f’(b). We show the crucial case a(x:=b)(y:=c) jC- a(x:=b(y:=c)). 
Then F’(a(x:=b)(y:=c)) E P(a)(P(b))o(P(c))o and P(a(x:=b(y:=c))) E F’ 
(a)(~‘(b)(~‘(c))o)o. Th us, we are done if we show the following three inequalities: 
~‘(a)(~‘(b))o(~‘(c))o >rpO F’(a) 
s’(a)(s’(b))o(s’(c))o >rpO ~‘(b)(~‘(c))o 
(S’(a)(S’(b))o,F’(c)) >$0 (F’(a),Y’(b)(~‘(c))o) 
The first inequality holds since F’(a) is a subterm of the left-hand side, the third 
inequality holds since F’(a) is a subterm of Y’(a)(F’(b))o; note that the lexicographic 
extension is crucial here. The second inequality holds if we show the following three 
inequalities: 
~‘(a)(~‘(b))o(S’(c))o >,,,o y’(b) 
~‘(a)(~‘(b))o(~‘(c))o >rpo r’(c) 
(S’(a)(S’(b))o,F’(c)) >& (P(b), Y’(c)) 
The first two inequalities hold since the right-hand side is a subterm of the left-hand 
side, the third holds since F’(b) is a subterm of F’(a)(P(b))o. 0 
Lemma 5.11. -+xc- and -‘lXC- are conjuent. 
Proof. We can imitate the proof of Theorem 2.10, since by Lemma 5.9, jC- does 
not change x-normal forms. 0 
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Lemma 5.12. Axe- has PSN, 
Proof. We extend the reduction relation 41 on 1’ with the following rule: 
A(B),(C), -‘I A@(C),), if n>p,q. 
In order to show that Lemma 4.5 and Corollary 4.6 still hold for this extended reduction 
41, we only need to check that for n>p,q, A(B),(C), >,.t,o A@(C),),. This can be 
shown similar to the proof of Lemma 5.10. Again, it is crucial that () be given the 
lexicographic extension by z. 
Now we can show that -+hxc--reduction is preserved by Y of Definition 4.7: all we 
need to check is that if M -sc- N at the root, then Y(M) -+I F(N). So, suppose that 
A4 = A(x:=B)(y:=C) and N E A(x:=B(y:=C)) with x E FV(x(A)), y +Z FV(x(A)). 
Then Y(M) G Y(A)(Y(B)),(Y(C)), with m = &A(x:=B)), n = b(M) and Y(N) = 
%GVB)V(C)),), with p = p(B(y:=C)), q = b(N). Then n = q, by Lemma 5.9, 
and p<n because x(B(y:=C)) is a subterm of x(M), due to the occurrence of x in 
x(A). Therefore, Y(M) -+I Y(N). 
Now, similar to Theorem 4.9 we have as consequences that the sets Axcoo and 
SNj.,,p are the same and hence we conclude that PSN holds for Axe-. 0 
6. Proof of PSN using labelled trees 
In this section we outline a proof of PSN, again using the RPO technique, but now in 
the way it has been presented in [12]. One then looks at the collection of commutative 
jnite labelled trees Tree (i.e. trees are identified upto permutation of branches: there is 
no order from left to right in the subtrees). The labels are taken from N. Furthermore, 
one looks at the set Tree*, where some nodes in a tree may have a marker *. It is 
convenient to denote the tree with root node n and subtrees tl,. . ., tp by n(tl,. . . , tp), 
and similarly, if the root node has a marker, by n*(tl,. . . , tp). In the following, we 
abbreviate tl , . . . , tp to ?. On these commutative labelled trees with markers (the set 
Tree*), a reduction relation =D is defined. 
Definition 6.1. The relation =D on Tree* is defined as follows. 
n(T) =D n*(F), 
n*(z) =D m(n*(?), . . . ,n*(;)), 
if m < n, zero or more copies of n*(Z), 
n*(s,?) =D n(s*, . . . ,S*,z), 
zero or more copies of s, 
n*(z) =D ti, 1 bi < p. 
Furthermore, the relation =D is compatible with the tree-forming operations, that is, if 
ti=Dt;, then ?Z(ti,. . . ,ti,. . . ,tp)=Dn(tl,. . ., t:,. . ., tp). 
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As usual, the relation =D+ denotes the transitive closure of =D and =D* denotes 
the transitive reflexive closure of =D. 
For examples on the use of these rules we refer to [12]. We just mention the main 
result, which will be applied here to the problem of PSN for explicit substitution. 
Theorem 6.2 (Mop [12] and Dershowitz [7]). The relation =D+ is well-founded on 
Tree (the set of trees without markers). 
To prove PSN for the calculus Lx, we now proceed by defining a reduction preserving 
mapping T from ;lx<O” to Tree: if A4 jX N, then M=D*N and if A4 -in&a N, then 
M=D+N. Hence, using the fact that --+X is strongly normalizing, we can again conclude 
that every A4 E /Ix <Dii is Lx-SN and so that 1x has the PSN property. 
For notational convenience, we abbreviate the sequence of definitions (x1 :=PI) . . 
(x,:=Pn) to (x:=P). 
Definition 6.3. For M E Lx<03, we define the tree T(M) by induction on the length 
of A4 as follows: 
T(x) = 0, 
T(Q) T(N) 
T(1y.N) = T(N) 
T(y(x:=P)) = 
/O\ 
WI 1 
ify +Z {xI,...,~} 
W=n 1
- AO\ 
T(xj(x:=P)) = 
T(Pl) T(Pi- 1) T(Pi(xi+l :=PL+l) ‘. (~n:=Pn)) 
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T((QN)(x:=P)) = 
- /// 
T(Q(x:=P)) T&(x:+)) 
T((~y.N)(x:=P)) = T(N(x:=P)) 
The following lemmas show that T preserves reductions (in the right sense as an- 
nounced above). The proofs of these lemmas are not difficult, the main complication 
being to find out the right induction loadings (and the right order in which the induction 
should be done). We just outline the proofs. 
Lemma 6.4. For M E AxCw, if M hX N, then T(M)=b*T(N). 
Proof. By induction on the length of M, distinguishing subcases according to the 
structure of M. Note that we need Lemma 4.3 to make sure that N E Ax<~ and hence 
that T(N) is well defined. 0 
The following two lemmas are sublemmas necessary for the proof of preservation 
of -aeta-reduction by T. 
Lemma 6.5. For N(x:=P) E Ax’~, T(N(x:=P))=D*T(N). 
Proof. By induction on the length of N. 0 
Lemma 6.6. For ((ly.N)Q)(x:=P) E AxCm, 
T(((~~.N)Q)(x:=P))=D’T(N(~:=Q)(x:=P)). 
Proof. By induction on the length of N, using Lemma 6.5. First write N as R(y:=Q), 
with R not a term that ends with a substitution item. (So, the sequence (y:=Q) should 
be taken as long as possible.) Then distinguish cases according to the structure of R. 
0 
Corollary 6.7. For M E AxCm, if M +B&, N, then T(M)=b+T(N). 
Proof. By induction on the structure of M, using Lemma 6.6 for the base case when 
M itself is the contracted Beta-redex. 0 
Theorem 6.8. The calculus Ix has the PSN property. 
Proof. If A4 is a /I-SN pure A-term, then A4 E ;1x<03. If M has an infinite 12x-reduction 
path, then T(M) has an infinite =D-reduction path, due to Lemma 6.4 and Corollary 6.7, 
contradicting Theorem 6.2. Cl 
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7. Conclusions 
We have introduced a new method for proving PSN for A-calculi with explicit sub- 
stitution. The method involves four steps: 
l determine a suitable set contained in the set of strongly normalizing terms in the ex- 
plicit substitution calculus, containing the pure /?-SN terms and closed under explicit 
substitution reduction, 
l give a translation from this set into a first order term rewrite system, 
l define a strongly normalizing reduction relation on this TRS by giving a well-founded 
precedence, 
l show that the translation preserves infinite reduction paths. 
For named calculi, the translation identifies all variables; for calculi using de Bruijn 
indices the translation identifies all indices and erases update functions, giving evidence 
for the statement ‘update functions do not matter for termination issues’. Kruskal’s 
theorem ensures that a well-founded precedence yields a strongly normalizing term 
rewrite system. 
Further applications of this method that are under investigation: 
give a maximal strategy for Ix-reduction and an inductive characterization of the set 
/IX’03. 
give a general PSN proof for combinatory reduction systems with explicit substitution 
(cf. [6,151> 
give a (first order) calculus with explicit substitution which has PSN as well as 
confluence on open terms. 
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